The event in Las Vegas is scheduled until tomorrow

NATURAL STONE CONQUERING THE WEST COAST WITH STONEEXPO/MARMOMAC

The group attendance organized by Veronafiere includes 33 companies from Canada, India, Italy, Turkey and Portugal

Verona 24 January 2018 - Veronafiere inaugurates its international calendar with StoneExpo Marmomac, the b2b event held every January in Las Vegas for professionals in the natural stone sector.

The 2019 edition was inaugurated yesterday and remains open until tomorrow at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center. It offers an overview of the world of natural stone, with materials from seven countries as well as accessories, equipment and services. StoneExpo Marmomac attracts operators from all over the world to exhibit and visit the halls set up within the scope of TISE - The International Surface Event, the landmark show in the United States for the construction world and designers.

The Marmomac Pavilion organized by Veronafiere includes an expanded exhibition area with 33 companies from Canada, India, Italy, Turkey and Portugal as well as an area dedicated to training for architects as a way of promoting the culture of natural stone.

According to the survey promoted every year by Stoneworld, the landmark magazine for the stone industry in North America, American producers and distributors are rather optimistic about the market in 2019, with 82% estimating that demand will increase by 24%. A better figure than last year, when 78% of respondents were "optimists" estimating growth of 18%.

The US ranking for imports of finished products from supplier countries is, in order: Brazil, China, Italy, India and Turkey. The Italian share of North America’s imports is 16%.

Given the increasing importance of the Las Vegas event for Italian companies, this year the International Centre of the Veneto Region Chambers of Commerce included it in its promotional programme, there ensuring a contribution for companies from the Veneto taking part.

There follows the list of companies in the Marmomac Pavilion:

Airemarmores (Portugal), Aniet (Portugal), Bellinzoni srl (Italy), Consorzio Promex (Italy), DDx Software solutions (Italy), DimerMarble (Turkey), Domos srl (Italy), Emmedue (USA/Italy), Ferrari & Cigarini (Italy), GV Service (USA), Hartek-Hrk Diamond tools (Turkey), Helios Automations - Cnc Machines Company (Italy), Italmecc (Italy), Kuzey Crystak Mosaic & Glass Industry co ltd (Turkey), La Ponte Marmi srl (Italy), Malbros Impex Pvt ltd, Matec (Italy), MD Dario srl (Italy), Marble & Granite Service (Italy), Marmi Scala srl (Italy), MStone & Stone & Tile (India/USA), Nuova Mondial MEC (Italy), Pardais Granites (Portugal), Pizzul srl Marmi Aurisina (Italy), Porphyry Trentino - Cave Cugini Pisetta (Italy), Progress Profiles spa (Italy), Richter India pvt ltd (India), Santa Margherita (Italy), Sard srl (Italy), Steinek srl (Italy), Taglio SoftWARE House (Italy), Tecnema Breton Group (Italy), Toksel Makine (Turkey)
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